A Style Icon
DUCA DI SALAPARUTA WINES, SINCE 1824,
ARE PRODUCED WITH AN UNMISTAKABLE
STYLE AND ATTENTION TO DETAIL. THE
WINES ARE BORN FROM CONTINUOUS
INNOVATIVE RESEARCH AND A PROFOUND
CONNECTION TO THE TERRITORY.

Duca
Enrico,
Bianca
di
Valguanera and Nawari are
exclusive products, dedicated to
wine lovers that choose a wine for
not only its quality, but for a story
worth telling. The grape varieties
inside these wines are part of the
history of Italian enology, and
bring a uniqueness to every glass.

THE DESIGN

Grape Variety - Nero d’Avola

Grape Variety - Insolia

Grape Variety - Pinot Nero

Type - Red

Type - White

Type - Red

The austere design of the bottles
and labels immediately evokes
Duca di Salaparuta’s exceptional
quality. The Icon Wines depict
a sense of modern luxury
through a refined richness and
unmistakable craft.

Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)

Classification - Typical geographical indication
(IGT Sicilia)

Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)

Color - Ruby red with garnet red highlights

Color - Golden yellow with greenish highlights

Color - Ruby red with soft hints of granate

Bouquet - Blend of ripe fruit, irises and spices

Bouquet - Complex and intense, rich with typical
ripe fruit sensations that are enhanced by vanilla
and dried fruit scents due to the ageing in wood
barriques.

Bouquet - Complex, intense, with a touch of
small red fruits and elegant notes of spiced and
vanilla

Flavor - Strong, round, well-structured, and
characteristic with perfectly blended notes of
wood. Great persistence.
Alcohol Content - From 13.5% to 14.0% vol.
depending on the vintage
Serving Temperature - 16° - 18° C.

Alcohol Content - 13.5% - 14.0% vol.
Serving Temperature - 14° C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent with smoked
salmon, tuna and swordfish, mushroom based
dishes, fish and crustaceans, medium-aged
cheeses and flavorful white meats

Flavor - Warm, velvety, with good acidity, and
structured with evidently yet balanced tannins
Alcohol Content - 13.0% - 13.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 17° - 18° C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Recommended with
red meats dishes and mature cheeses

THE ICONS

Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent with red
meats, medium-aged cheeses and flavored
dishes. Ideal as a wine for relaxation &
enjoyment.

Flavor - Distinct personality, full-bodied,
harmoniously elegant and particularly persistent

DUCA ENRICO WAS THE FIRST
NERO D’AVOLA PRODUCED
IN PURITY IN 1984.

BIANCA DA VALGUARNERA: THE
INSOLIA THAT IS REFINED
IN OAK BARRELS.

NAWÁRI, THE PINOT NOIR CULTIVATED
ON THE FOOTHILLS OF MOUNT ETNA,
JOINS THE RANKS OF THE ICON WINES.

THE ESTATES

130 ACRES OF VINEYARDS ARE OWNED
WITHIN THE ISLAND’S THREE CORNERS
The three corners of Sicily
represent our three worlds: Suor
Marchesa in Riesi, Risignolo
in Salemi, and Vajasindi on the
slopes of Mount Etna. These are
the three estates from which all
grapes for the Estate Wines of
Duca di Salaparuta come from.
This line of wines is the truest
and most pure interpretation
of the company’s most prized
wine varietals and their desire
to experiment with new ways of
showcasing the potential of Sicily.

THE DESIGN
The wine’s unique style is reflected
in the bottle’s design, which has
been changed completely. The
slender elegance of the glass
is dressed with richly textured
labels, where the red graphic
element underlines both the
strong connection to the territory
and the desire to communicate
Duca di Salaparuta’s precise
identity.

THE ESTATES

Duca di Salaparuta cultivates
Grillo for its Kados wine on the
hills of Risignolo, one of the
richest wine producing territories.
Caressed by the sea breeze and
matured by the heat of the Sicilian
sun, this varietal is a symbol of
Sicilian enology and has been
refined for modern consumption.
Duca di Salaparuta provides this
personal interpretation of Grillo
for those who want to experience
an intense, sapid white wine
that has a strong, defining body
without sacrificing its freshness.

Grape Variety - Grillo
Type - Bianco
Classification - Typical geographical indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Straw yellow with greenish reflections
Bouquet - Floral, hint of vanilla and complex
Flavor - Ample, velvety, lively, well-bodied and
persistent
Alcohol Content - 13.0% vol.
Serving Temperature - 10° - 12° C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Paired with high quality
fish dishes, shellfish and flavorful white meats

THE ESTATES

Duca di Salaparuta has
always grown its Nero d’Avola
in the profound heart of Sicily,
where summers are hot and
winters are merely myths.
This territory enriches Nero
d’Avola with a richness in
color, flavor and aroma. It
is here on this island, with
Mediterranean winds that
sigh across the limestone soil,
where Duca di Salaparuta
harvests yet another beloved
varietal, Vermentino. The
Sentiero del Vento wine,
developed with the varietal
Vermentino, is a bold new
addition to the portfolio.

Grape Variety - Nero d’Avola
Type - Red
Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Profoundly intense ruby red
Bouquet - Enveloping, fruity marasca
cherry and raspberry, complex with
pleasantly balanced spices and vanilla
Flavor - Rich, ample and velvety, wellbodied and persistently aromatic, with
typically austere but gentle tannins
Alcohol Content - 13.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 17° - 18° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent
with red meat dishes and medium-aged
cheese

Grape Variety - Nero d’Avola and
Merlot
Type - Red
Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Deep ruby red with granate
reflections
Bouquet - Complex, intense, spiced,
with knit sensations of marasca cherries
and vanilla
Flavor - Warm, particularly velvety, wellbodied and aromatically persistent
Alcohol Content - From 13.0% to
14.0% vol. depending on the vintage
Serving Temperature - 14° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Particularly
suitable for red meat dishes and matured
cheeses

Grape Variety - Vermentino
Type - White
Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Vibrant straw yellow with
greenish reflections
Bouquet - Depicts hints of fruit and
mediterranean stains
Flavor - Ample and velvety with a
pleasantly fresh and mineral
Alcohol Content - 13% vol.
Serving Temperature - 8° - 10° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent
with fish and white meat dishes

THE ESTATES

Grape Variety - Nerello
Mascalese
Type - Red
Classification - Typical
geographical indication (IGT
Sicilia)
Grape Variety - Pinot Nero

Color - Ruby red with light
garnet reflections

Type - Spumante Extra-Brut

Bouquet - Fragrant, intense,
spiced and complex, sensation
rich with well blended hints of
fruit and vanilla

Classification - Vintage quality
Spumante
Color - Straw yellow with well
defined greenish reflections
Bouquet - Depicts mineral notes
with great elegance, accompanied
by a light bread crust

Flavor - Well-bodied, elegant
and with personality, of a lively
character, persistent and with
austere tannins

Flavor - Full of excellent freshness
and minerals

Alcohol Content - 13.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 17° /
18° C

Alcohol Content - 12% - 12.5%
vol.

Gastronomic Pairing Particularly suitable for fragrantly
flavored dishes of red meats and
mature cheeses. Served fresh
(15°C.) goes well with tasty fish
dishes.

Serving Temperature - 6° - 8° C
Gastronomic Pairing Exceptional as an aperitif, splendid
throughout a meal

The Tenute, or Estates, are the territories in
which Duca di Salaparuta experiments and
interprets Sicily in its own way. The Vajasindi
Estate, located on the slopes of Mount Etna,
is the birth-place of native varietals such as
Nerello Mascalese, but it is also home to the
Pinot Nero, which derives its own unique style
from the volcanic soil of this estate. In fact, it is
here that the sparkling Pinot Nero, Duca Nero,
is born. This unique adaptation of Pinot Nero
is opening a world of possibilities for those not
familiar with the wines from this corner of the
Mediterranean.

Grape Variety - Pinot Nero
Type - Red
Classification - Typical
geographical indication (IGT
Sicilia)
Color - Ruby red with granate
highlights
Bouquet - Hints of red fruits
such as blackberry, almost
sweetened, floral sensations
harmonious with evident spiced
notes (also white pepper)
Flavor - Round and soft with
a delicate perception of tannins.
The hints of minerals stand out.
Elegantly velvety, it is a wine of
great finesse. Good persistence.
Alcohol Content - 13.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 17° /
18° C
Gastronomic Pairing Suitable fo red meat dishes and
when paired with seasoned
cheeses. Great with rich fish
dishes (red meat fish such as tuna
or fish soup)

THE DESIGN

THE TERRITORIALS

THE CALANÌCA RANGE

Do you have a passion for Sicilian street food? Calanìca is the wine for
you… Representing a new range of products that have Sicily in their
DNA, Calanìca expresses a wide variety of territories and flavors in each
wine. Calanìca wines include native varietals, Grillo and Frappato, and
international varietals, Chardonnay and Syrah, to boast a truly unique
Sicilian expression of flowers, wind and sea all in one sip!

CALANÌCA ROSÉ IS BORN!

Calanìca chooses the singular
varietal and introduces the
luxurious richness of Sicilian
nature to the label. Wine lovers
can experience the lightness
of the peregrine falcon and
butterfly, the scent of pomelia
flowers, and the serenity of the
sea with fish and sea urchins.
The label designs also reflect the
wines’ Sicilian personality, fresh
and lighthearted.

Grape Variety - Chardonnay

Grape Variety - Grillo

Grape Variety - Sicilian blend

Grape Variety - Syrah

Grape Variety - Frappato

Type - White

Type - White

Type - Rosé wine

Type - Red

Type - Red

Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)

Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)

Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)

Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)

Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)

Color - Bright straw yellow with greenish
reflections

Color - Bright straw yellow with greenish
reflections

Color - Blush pink

Color - Ruby red

Color - Red with intense violet highlights

Bouquet - Intense and elegant with
complex fruity notes

Bouquet - Conveys a hint of fruit and a
mediterranean tint

Bouquet - Citrus sensations with hints of
white peach

Bouquet - Complex, intense, fruity with
notes that bring to mind red fruits, hints of
spice and black pepper

Bouquet - An aromatic balance of rose and
violets

Flavor - Undeniably fruity with a
remarkable freshness

Flavor - Ample with a good freshness and
persistence

Alcohol Content - 12.5% vol.

Alcohol Content - 12.5% vol

Serving Temperature - 8° - 10° C

Serving Temperature - 8° - 10° C

Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent as an
aperitif or with seafood and fish

Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent with
fish and white meat dishes

Flavor - Lively and aromatic
Alcohol Content - 11% vol.
Serving Temperature - 8° - 10° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Ideal as an
aperitif, excels with fish especially when raw

Flavor - Ample, with evident but gentle
tannins, pleasant notes that remind of the
varietal characteristics perceived by the nose
Alcohol Content - 12.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 16° - 18° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Perfect with
flavorful fish dishes, meat and medium-aged
cheeses

Flavor - Velvety with gentle tannins, great
aromatic persistence
Alcohol Content - 12.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 16° - 18° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Great with
flavorful fish, meats and medium-aged
cheeses
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COLOMBA PLATINO

COLOMBA PLATINO INSOLIA
WAS CREATED IN 1959 BY
THE REQUEST OF TOPAZIA
ALLIATA, THE DAUGHTER OF
ENRICO ALLIATA

spiced notes and a smooth flavor,
this varietal will please all wine
lovers from novice to professional.

Colomba Platino is always the
perfect choice for every drinking
occassion. Since 1959, this elegant
and fresh white wine guarantees
quality from the very first taste.
And now, with the 2019 vintage, the
adored Insolia will be accompanied
by Nero d’Avola, another varietal
that has shaped winemaking history
on the island. And so, Colomba
Platino Nero d’Avola is born. With

Colomba Platino also demonstrates
its modern spirit through the label
and bottle design. Slender and
harmonious, with an enveloping
label that is simple yet rich in detail,
the new Colomba Platino evokes the
aristocratic character of wines that
are timeless.

THE DESIGN

INSOLIA

NERO D’AVOLA

Grape Variety - Insolia

Grape Variety - Nero d’Avola

Type - White

Type - Red

Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)

Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)

Color - Bright straw yellow with
greenish reflections

Color - Intense ruby red

Bouquet - Intense, pleasantly fruity,
with notable character
Flavor - Fresh, harmonious, and
persistent. the wine conveys the same
flavor as perceived by the aroma
Alcohol Content - 12.0% vol.
Serving Temperature - 10° - 12° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent with
crustaceans, seafood and fish in general

Bouquet - Complex, with intense notes
of marasca cherries and elegantly spiced
Flavor - Well-bodied and persistent, it
is ample and velvety
Alcohol Content - 13.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 16° - 18° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Excels with
meat and cheeses

DUCA BRUT

Bubbles, Bubbles, Bubbles! The
only thing you need to make
any day more glamorous is a
glass of Spumante. Why not try
a Sicilian one? Duca Brut, a mix
of Grecanico and Chardonnay
grapes, fills each glass with the
fresh aromas of the Mediterranean
that bring the vacation to you!

DUCA BRUT WAS CREATED IN 1971

Grape Variety - Grecanico and
Chardonnay
Type - Spumante Brut
Classification - Quality Spumante
Color - Straw yellow with greenish
reflections
Bouquet - Enjoyable and complex
with well-balanced fruity aromas and
clear scents of bread crust
Flavor - Fresh and lively, well balanced,
with notable character and pleasantness
Alcohol Content - 12.0% - 12.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 6° - 8° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent
aperitif yet enjoyable during meals

THE RANGE OF
PRODUCTS IS
COMPLETED
WITH THE NEW
ONÌRIS ROSA!

ONÌRIS

Looking for a wine that is perfect
for a night in with friends? Duca
di Salaparuta is there for you!
The Onìris line is in fact the
perfect choice for a last minute
aperitif. These wines are carefree
and relaxing, perfect for a night
out on a terrace, by the sea, or
even making a toast to life’s most
special moments – all without the
need to give up on quality.

ROSÈ
Grape Variety - Sicilian blend
Type - Rosé
Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Blush pink
Bouquet - Citrus scents with hints of white
peach
Flavor - Lively and aromatic
Alcohol Content - 11.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 8° - 10° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Ideal as an aperitif,
excellent with fish and all its raw expressions

WHITE
Grape Variety - Sicilian varieties with semiaromatic characteristics
Type - White
Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Soft yellow with greenish highlights
Bouquet - Fruity, with a hint of fruit blossoms
Flavor - Fresh, pleasantly aromatic and sweet
sensations of peach, banana and citrus fruit
Alcohol Content - 11.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 8° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Great as an aperitif
and with classic and ethnic appetizers. It offers
an immediate moment of pleasure when
paired with irresistible “burrata” or a light
tempura

RED
Grape Variety - Sicilian varieties with rich
aromatic precursors
Type - Red
Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Intense and vibrant ruby red with light
violet gradients
Bouquet - Pleasant red fruit scents, also floral
and a delicate citrusy tone
Flavor - Full-bodied, balanced, very fruity and
of good persistence
Alcohol Content - 21% vol.
Serving Temperature - 14° - 16° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Perfect as an aperitif,
or excellent when paired with flavorful fish
and white meats. It intensifies the flavor of rich
bruschetta or the best spaghetti dish or to try
with pizza

DUCA ENRICO
GRAPPA

THE SPECIALTIES

The Duca Enrico Grappa is
derived from Sicily’s noblest
grapes. This grappa of strong and
unique Sicilian character gets its
soul from discontinuous alembic
distillation, slow distillation and
resting in small oak casks.

ALA
The perfect end of a meal drink
does exist... Duca di Salaparuta
has you in mind with Ala. This
wine and liquor blend was created
by Duca Enrico to demonstrate
his love for his wife. Its warm
and velvety palate embraces
romantics around the world. On
the other hand, Duca Enrico
Grappa satisfies those who want
a distinctly Sicilian taste to end
a meal.

ALA IS PERFECT
WHEN ENJOYED
WITH CHOCOLATE.

ALA
Type - Flavored Red Wine
Color - Red granate with amber
reflections
Bouquet - Intense with clear scents of
marasca cherries and notes of almond
Flavor - Sweet, warm, velvety, strongly
aromatic and with a pleasant mildly
bitter base
Alcohol Content - 17.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 14° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Typical with
dessert and particularly pleasant with
chocolate or almond flavored sweets

DUCA DI SALAPARUTA
WINE CELLARS
The Duca di Salaparuta cellars
in Castelldaccia are just a short
distance from Palermo. The
contemportary and avant-garde
approach of Duca di Salaparuta
and Corvo is revealed in these
cellars’ modern environment, in
which tradition and technology
come together in harmony. The
suggestive use of lighting, colors
and images depict a history
full of passion for overcoming
challenges and an awareness of
nature and territory; a history
that was started nearly twohundred years ago in 1824.
For more information on wine
cellar tours visit our website:
www.duca.it
To purchase our products online
visit our website:
http://duca.store/

FLORIO

AN UNEXPECTED WORLD
Surprising and multifaceted, the world of Florio wines win
you over with their illuminating Mediterranean flair. Florio’s
fascinating history and its innate modern tendencies are what
make it the preferred choice for the most innovative gourmet
occasions.

Grape Variety - Grillo
Type - Fortified Wine
Classification - Marsala D.O.C. (Controlled Designation of Origin)
Color - Amber with bright topaz highlights
Bouquet - Intense, ample choir of spiced notes, with hints of candied fruit (citrus
peel), nutmeg, cloves, cacao, light gradients of tobacco and a toasted almond finish
Flavor - Imposing to the palate, excellent minerals, long and persistent with
aromas of stewed fruits, slight bitterness (licorice root) and burnt honey
Alcohol Content - 19.0% vol.

ONLY THE
FOLLOWING
VINTAGES OF
AEGUSA FLORIO
ARE AVAILABLE:
1941, 1952, 1964,
1974, 1989, 1994,
2001.

Serving Temperature - 15° C

HISTORICAL RESERVES

Number of Bottles - 2000

Florio’s refined and imposing
historical reserve consists of a
precious collection of vintages
that is held deep within the
heart of the Florio cellars. This
rare collection of marsala wines,
selected with care from only
the best vintages, is meant for
an evolved and experienced
consumer who wishes to sample
history.

THE DESIGN
The austere and precious bottles
convey the richness and stature
of these wines at first glance.
The avant-garde design is what
makes them collectable treasures.

FLORIO’S
HISTORIC
RESERVES
The three types – sweet, dry
and virgin – represent three
unique expressions of marsala
with immense sensations
and aromas. These wines are
perfect for relaxing moments.
The following vintages are
available: 1939, 1944, 1963.

10 YEAR RESERVES

Dedicated to those who choose
to drink outside the box, these
evolving
and
multifaceted
Marsalas hold the intense and
fresh characteristics of Grillo,
which is amplified and balanced
through ten years of aging in
the Florio cellars. The perfect
accompaniment for meditation,
these reserves astound the senses
as an aperitif with smoked fish or
cheeses.

THE DESIGN
The clean, simple design of the glass
allows the warming effects of the Marsala
to shine through. The harmoniously
slender bottles showcase these wines
which were created to enrich the tables
of a refined and curious consumer.

Grape Variety - Grillo

Grape Variety - Grillo

Type - Fortified Wine

Type - Fortified Wine

Classification - Marsala D.O.C.
(Controlled Designation of Origin)

Classification - Marsala D.O.C.
(Controlled Designation of Origin)

Color - Bright antique gold with
topaz gradients

Color - Bright topaz with intense
amber reflections

Bouquet - Intense with great
finesse and slight hints of vanilla,
burnt honey and toasted hazelnut

Bouquet - Intense and complex,
Distinct scents of apricot syrup and
dates in a wide choir of spices

Flavor - Dry and soft with hints
of licorice and almond fused with
a delicate and harmonious vanilla
note

Flavor - Full, warm, soft up to
velvet with elegant vanilla base.
Clear spiced and candied fruit
essences, with a caramel and bitter
almond finish

Alcohol Content - 19.0% vol.
Serving Temperature - As aperitif
8° - 10° C. as meditation 12° - 14°C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent
aperitif, with appetizers of smoked
fish or medium-aged cheeses
like taleggio. Great meditation
wine, intense and extraordinarily
persistent.

Alcohol Content - 19.0% vol.
Serving Temperature - As
aperitif 12° - 14° C. for dessert and
meditation 15° - 16° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Great for
meditation and with dessert. To try
as aperitif or with herbal cheeses

MARSALA GOURMET

Do you want to bless yourself with
a food experience that is truly
contemporary? The Marsalas of
Florio are for you! These wines,
which have guided the history of
Italian enology, are ready to grant
you a new way to experience
food that is simple and refined to
compliment any occasion. Quality
raw materials are blended perfectly
with the distinct proper marsala to
satisfy even the most evolved and
curious gourmet palates.

THE DESIGN

There is a new, surprising and very
modern design for these wines,
which will be a pleasure to share at
any table!

Grape Variety - Sparse clustered Grillo

Grape Variety - Grillo

Type - Fortified Wine

Type - Fortified Wine

Classification - Marsala D.O.C.
(Controlled Designation of Origin)

Classification - Marsala D.O.C.
(Controlled Designation of Origin)

Color - Antique gold with golden
highlights

Color - Bright amber with topaz highlights

Bouquet - Great fineness with hints of
bitter almond and burnt honey

Bouquet - Unmistakeable with distinct
aromas of dates, apricots and stewed
plumbs

Flavor - Dry, harmonious, with a vanilla
and licorice root base

Flavor - Full, warm, soft and velvety with
an elegant base of dried fruit

Alcohol Content - 19.0% vol.

Alcohol Content - 19.0% vol.

Serving Temperature - As aperitif 8° - 10°
C. as meditation 12° - 14° C.

Serving Temperature - As aperitif 10° C.
for dessert or meditation 16º - 18º C.

Gastronomic Pairing - Refined and
eclectic Marsala, excellent aperitif with
smoked fish, bottarga and hard cheeses
such as parmesan. Great meditation wine.
Particular with fish cous cous.

Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent as
aperitif with herbal cheeses such as fresh
gorgonzola. Perfect for meditation and
pairing with desserts such as pastries and
dried fruit

Grape Variety - White berried Grillo and
Catarratto grapes
Type - Fortified Wine
Classification - Marsala D.O.C.
(Controlled Designation of Origin)
Color - Amber with antique gold
reflections
Bouquet - Very refined with raisin, licorice
and vanilla aromas
Flavor - Warm and full, with an elegant
matured fruit and raisin flavor
Alcohol Content - 18.0 vol.
Serving Temperature - 15° - 16° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Classic dessert
wine, it is paired with dry pastries and
seasoned cheeses

VecchioFlorio and Floriovo are
products of guaranteed quality
for those who adore tradition.
VecchioFlorio, a classic with
dessert, is very versatile and
serves well as an aperitif.
VecchioFlorio is produced from
Grillo and Catarratto grape
varieties in two different versions:
VecchioFlorio Dry - sugar
content of 38/39 g/l, refined in
antique oak casks for 30 months;
VecchioFlorio Sweet - sugar
content of 110/112 g/l, refined in
antique oak casks for 24 months.

SWEET

VECCHIOFLORIO & FLORIOVO

Grape Variety - White berried Grillo and
Catarratto grapes
Type - Fortified Wine
Classification - Marsala D.O.C.
(Controlled Designation of Origin)
Color - amber with hints of old gold
Bouquet - very refined with scents of
raisins, liquorice, dates and vanilla
Flavor - warm and full, with an elegant
after-taste of ripe fruit and raisins
Alcohol Content - 18.0%
Serving Temperature – 15° -16° c
Gastronomic Pairing - Classic dessert
wine, with dry pastries, can also be served
with mature cheeses

DRY
Grape Variety - White berried Grillo and
Catarratto grapes
Type - Fortified Wine
Classification - Marsala D.O.C.
(Controlled Designation of Origin)
Color - Amber with golden highlights
Bouquet - Characterized by great finesse
with scents of raisins and vanilla
Flavor - Warm and full, with an elegant
bitter almond and raisin base
Alcohol Content - 18.0%
Serving Temperature - as aperitif 8° - 10°
C. for dessert and meditation 14º - 16º C.
Gastronomic Pairing - As aperitif well
suited for medium-aged cheeses, toasted
almonds and bottarga. It is also a classic
dessert wine with sweets and dried fruit.

Type - Flavored Wine
Classification - Egg flavored wine
Characteristics - Wine flavored with
egg according to the antique recipe that
anticipates the union between robust
enriched wines with sugar, distilled wine and
egg yolk. A delicate and exceptional taste
for adding flavor to marzipan and sweets in
general.

THE DESIGN

VecchioFlorio’s new look is
revamped with premium, textured materials that convey a
yearning for freshness, while
preserving its recognizability and
historical background.

EXCELLENT AS A
DESSERT AND WHEN
PAIRED WITH ICE CREAM.
WHEN SERVED COLD, THE DESIGN
THEY OFFER AN The simple and linear design of
the bottle and label accompany the
EXTRAORDINARY vibrant colors of these wines, which
APERITIF. recall the terroir’s striking beauty.
Grape Variety - Moscato
Alessandria and White Moscato

from

FORTIFIED WINES

Type - Fortified Wine
Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)

The warm sun and winds caress
the vineyards overlooking the sea
and generous lands where Florio’s
fortified wines are produced.
Each glass is concentrated with
the intense light and bold aromas
of Sicily and its islands. Zibbibo
and Moscato bring a summery
sensation of lightheartedness....
dedicated to the more carefree
wine lovers!

Color - Bright gold with slight topaz
reflections
Bouquet - Intense and cordial, delicately
muscat with clear sage, acacia flower and
apricot aromas
Flavor - Full, soft with hints of acacia
honey and a pleasant dried fig and raisin
finish
Alcohol Content - 15.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - For dessert 14°
- 16° C.

Grape Variety - Moscato from Alessandria,
known as Zibibbo
Type - Fortified Wine
Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Antique gold with distinct topaz
reflections
Bouquet - Intense and harmonious,
complex and distinctly muscat, with a clear
apricot aroma
Flavor - Full, soft with hints of acacia honey
and a pleasant dried fig, apricot and raisin
finish
Alcohol Content - 16% vol.
Serving Temperature - 12º - 16° C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Ideal with sweets,
fresh and dried fruit. Splendid with spicy
cheeses.

Gastronomic Pairing - Ideal with
pastries. To try from 8º to 10º C. with fruit
and gelato

Grape Variety - Moscato from
Alessandria, known as Zibibbo

Grape Variety - Moscato from
Alessandria, known as Zibibbo

Type - Fortified Wine

Type - Passito Fortified Wine

Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)

Classification - Controlled
Denomination of Origin (D.O.C.) Pantelleria
Passito Liquoroso

Color - Bright gold with topaz reflections
Bouquet - Intense and harmonious, with
clear hints of apricot, elderberry flowers
and toasted hazelnuts
Flavor - Full, soft and velvety with acacia
honey, cedar peel, elderberry, and sage
flavors with a gentle aftertaste of fruit
syrup and vanilla
Alcohol Content - 15.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 12° - 14° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Refined after
dinner wine, ideal with dried pastries,
chocolate sweets, jam tarts and gelatos (in
the case to be served at 8º - 10º C.)

Color - Intense golden yellow with amber
and topaz reflections
Bouquet - Ample, rich and with muscat
aroma, raisin, and apricot jam aromas and a
hint of vanilla
Flavor - Sweet, full and soft, well-bodied,
intense and long lasting apricot and dried
fig flavor
Alcohol Content - 15.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - as aperitivo 10° 12° C. For dessert and meditation 14º - 16º
C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent aperitif
with liver paté and fois gras. Pairs well with
dried, jam and chocolate desserts.

THE GRAPE PLANTS, FROM WHICH
PASSITO DI PANTELLERIA ARE
CRAFTED, ARE ACKNOWLEDGED BY
UNESCO AS A WORLD HERITAGE.

Grape Variety - Malvasia di Lipari and Corinto Nero
Type - Passito Wine
Classification - Controlled Denomination of Origin
(D.O.C.) Malvasia delle Lipari
Color - Intense golden yellow with copper reflections
Bouquet - Ample and rich with very particular sensations
of honey and mediterranean plants such as rosemary and
oregano
Flavor - Sweet, full and soft, well-bodied, persistently
pleasant hints of mediterranean flora, grape and dried apricot.
Alcohol Content - from 13.5% - 14.0% vol.

PASSITO WINES

Serving Temperature - As aperitif 12° - 14° C. For dessert
and meditation 16º - 18ªC.

It is very rare that a glass of wine
would remind you so vividly of
the wind caressing your skin
or the fragrance of the sea...
Florio’s passito wines generously
preserve the warm spirit of the
Mediterranean islands from
which they are born. Whether
served chilled as an aperitif or at
room temperature for a relaxing
moment, uncork Florio’s passito
wines to experience the flavor of
freedom!

Gastronomic Pairing - Interesting paired
with soft herbal cheeses and goose liver.
Pairs well with pastries, chocolate
sweets and gelato. Great for
meditation.

THE DESIGN
The incredible golden hue of
these wines, enhanced with
thousands of reflections from
topaz to amber, has no need for
anything more than the bottle’s
transparency.
Grape Variety - Moscato from Alessandria, known as
Zibibbo
Type - Passito Wine
Classification - Controlled Denomination of Origin (D.O.C.)
Passito di Pantelleria
Color - Intense golden yellow with topaz reflections
Bouquet - Ample, rich and aromatic muscat, raisin apricot
jam mixed with notes of vanilla
Flavor - Sweet, full and soft, well-bodied, intense flavors of
apricot and dried figs of long persistence
Alcohol Content - From 14% to 14.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - As aperitif 10° - 12° C. For dessert
and meditation 16º - 18º C.
Gastronomic Pairing - As an aperitif it is interesting with
soft spicy cheeses and geese liver. Excellent with ricotta, cream
dried fruit or torrone based pastries. Excellent for meditation.

SPUMANTE
BRUT FLORIO
Grape Variety - Grillo
Type - Brut Spumante
Classification - Brut Spumante Wine
Color - Bright straw yellow with greenish
reflections
Bouquet - Intense, floral, very fine
Flavor - Fresh, pleasant and easy drink with
clear floral sensations such as orange flowers
Alcohol Content - 12% vol.
Serving Temperature - 10° - 12° C

FLORIO SPARKLING WINES

Gastronomic Pairing - Ideal as an aperitif.

SPUMANTE
DOLCE FLORIO
Grape Variety - Moscato
Type - Sweet Spumante
Classification - Spumante Wine of
aromatic quality
Color - Bright straw yellow
Bouquet - Intense and aromatic with
clear hints of peach, apricot and citrus
notes
Flavor - Fresh and spirited, well
balanced and great pleasantness
Alcohol Content - 7.0 - 7.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 6° - 8° C
Gastronomic Pairing - Ideal dessert
wine to pair with sweets made with
cream, dry cookies and fruit. To try as
an original aperitif.

Sweet with sweet… Florio
Spumante Dolce is the ideal
bubbly to pair with dessert! On
the other hand, for those who
want to make a toast with a
special Spumante Brut, Florio
puts to use its excellent knowledge
of Grillo grapes to create this
wine in a decidedly unique
manner… The Spumante Brut
Grillo, with its floral intensity and
delicate perlage, shows a lesser
known side of this grape variety.

AMARO
DELLA COMPAGNIA
Tired of the usual amaro?
Florio’s Amaro della Compagnia
offers an alternative in every
aspect. With aromas of orange
peel and thirteen different root
herbs, spices and citrus peel, the
flavor will make you fall in love
unconditionally.

An amaro with a longstanding
tradition
and
remarkable
personality. The secret recipe
anticipates an infusion of
thirteen root herbs, citrus peel
and spices. It is recognizable for
its characteristic aroma of bitter
orange peel.

FLORIO WINE
CELLARS
Overlooking the sea, the Florio
wine cellars in Marsala attract
visitors from all over the world
with the beauty of its historical
naves where Florio wines rest
in silence. Constructed from
volcanic tuff stone by Vincenzo
Florio in 1833, the cellars guide
visitors through a unique
environment where history,
architecture,
modernism
and design are blended for
an adventure through an
unexpected world that surprises
even the most prepared wine
tourists. The cellars are no
longer just a space for producing
the most unique wines in the
world, but their spaces are now
open to the public for organizing
events, exhibits, and tastings.
For more information on wine
cellar tours visit our site:
www.duca.it
To purchase our products online
visit our website:
http://duca.store/

CORVO

A DARING CLASSIC
Founded in 1824, Corvo is a classic Sicilian brand that has
been evolving for almost two-hundred years. Corvo wines
accompany everyday life for every moment, from relaxation to
entertainment, and for wine lovers all over the world.

IRMÀNA GRILLO
Grape Variety - Grillo
Type - White
Nome e Cognome
“qualifica”
Classification - Typical geographical indication
(IGT Sicilia)
Color - Bright straw yellow with greenish reflections
Bouquet - Conveys fruity notes and mediterranean scents
Flavor - Full with a good freshness and persistence
Alcohol Content - 12.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 8° - 10° C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Excels with fish and white meat dishes

HAND HARVESTED

Consumers
are
constantly
more aware and want to drink
intelligently while respecting
nature. For them, Irmana by
Corvo brings a history of caring
for their vineyards to the table.
The wines are produced from
a selection of hand-harvested,
native grapes that are hand
selected cluster by cluster. Corvo’s
knowledge for the territory and
experienced agronomist team
guarantee quality with an ecoconscious production!

THE DESIGN
Irmana updates its look to
highlight the importance of a
humanistic approach in the
vineyards. Thanks to the simple
and warm label design with the
use of color, naturally textured
paper and delicate handsketched illustrations, Irmana’s
bottle brings us a world made of
sky and sea, earth and wind.

IRMÁNA BY CORVO
CHOOSES THE
VARIETAL: IRMÁNA
GRILLO AND
IRMÁNA FRAPPATO

IRMÀNA FRAPPATO
Grape Variety - Frappato
Type - Red
Classification - Typical geographical indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Red with intense violet reflections
Bouquet - Harmonious balance of rose and violet tones
Flavor - Velvety with gentle tannins, of great aromatic persistence
Alcohol Content - 12.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 16° - 18° C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent with flavorful fish and meat dishes or with medium-aged cheeses

Wines that are easy to drink,
very fresh and mild in alcohol.
This is exactly what Glicine’s
fans are looking for!

EASY TO DRINK

ROSÉ HAS
ARRIVED!
These wines are for a youthful
crowd that is modern and
vivacious and that loves hanging
out with friends and choosing
the perfect wine for an afternoon
drink or quick lunch. The choice
between Glicine White, Red and
from today Rosé, is a choice to
drink freely while relaxing and
most importantly never alone!
Glicine is a wonderful wine to
enjoy with company and share.

THE DESIGN
The
design
of
Glicine’s
label highlights its carefree
personality that is both colorful
and innovative. The freshness
of this wine shines through
the glass, while the floral and
Mediterranean fruit aromas are
showcased by the intense and
luminous colors of the label
and capsule.

WHITE

RED
Grape Variety - Sicilian variety with distinct initial aroma
Type - Red
Classification - Typical geographical indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Bright ruby red with violet reflections
Bouquet - Intense, pleasantly fruity with marasca cherries and rose
Flavor - Balanced, lively, very fruity
Alcohol Content - 11.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - As aperitif 10° C. during a meal 12º C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent with all dishes, ideally flavorful fish, white
and simple red meats and medium-aged cheeses. Optimal as an aperitivo, to try
with pizza.

Grape Variety - Sicilian variety with distinct initial aroma
Type - White
Classification - Typical geographical indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Soft yellow with greenish hues
Bouquet - Fruity and fragrant with a light aromatic note
Flavor - Light, fresh, spirited, pleasantly aromatic
Alcohol Content - 10.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 8° C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Perfect as an aperitif, pairs well with appetizers,
first dishes, fried fish and vegetables. Excellent with sushi

ROSÈ
Grape Variety - Sicilian Variety
Type - Rosé
Classification - Typical geographical indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Blush pink
Bouquet - Scents of citrus with white peach tones
Flavor - Spirited and aromatic
Alcohol Content - 12.0% vol.
Serving Temperature - 8° - 10° C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Ideal as an aperitif. Excellent with fish and all its
raw expressions

RED
Grape Variety - Red grape blend
Type - Red
Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Vibrant ruby red
Bouquet - Intense, complex, fruity with
marasca cherries with a hint of spice
Flavor - Harmoniously persistent, reserves a
pleasant softness
Alcohol Content - 12.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 16° - 18° C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Excellent with meat
and cheeses

THE FIRST 5,000 BOTTLES OF CORVO
WERE PRODUCED IN 1824

THE CLASSICS

ROSÈ

Since 1824, Corvo wines have
been for those who choose
everyday
traditions.
These
wines, like all classics ahead of
their time, are ahead of consumer
trends,
always
developing
themselves without forgetting
their profoundly organoleptic,
balanced Sicilian characteristics
that make this brand unique
around the world. Aromas,
flavors, and colors of the terroir
are portrayed with every bottle
of Corvo and brought to the
table daily.

CORVO WHITE
WAS THE FIRST
WINE TO BE
BOTTLED IN
SICILY.
WHITE

THE DESIGN
With a touch of red to bring
Corvo’s simple and clean label
to life… These classics freshen
up their look without losing the

aristocratic flair that has always
been at the heart of its “Made in
Italy” style.

Grape Variety - White grapes
Type - White
Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Bright straw yellow with clear greenish
reflections
Bouquet - Intense, fruity and mediterranean
Flavor - Fresh, spirited, pleasantly soft,
harmonious and of good character
Alcohol Content - 12.0% vol.
Serving Temperature - 8º - 10° C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Suitable for aperitif.
It pairs well with soups, legumes and vegetables.
Excellent with appetizers and fish dishes in
general

Grape Variety - Red Sicilian grapes
Type - Rosé
Classification - Typical geographical
indication (IGT Sicilia)
Color - Bright pink
Bouquet - Rich, fragrant and elegantly fruity
with small berries
Flavor - Harmonious, well-bodied, lively,
spirited and of average persistence
Alcohol Content - 11.5% vol.
Serving Temperature - 12° - 14° C.
Gastronomic Pairing - Pairs with a large
variety of foods such as rich appetizers, first
dishes, fish and white meats

I GT SI CI LI A
nero d ’ av ol a

I GT SI CI LI A
ins oli a

I GT SI CI LI A
pinot nero

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT
6 x 0.75 LT (historical vintages)
3 x 0.75 LT (historical vintages)
1 x 1.5 LT | 1 x 3 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

HISTORICAL VINTAGES

THE ICONS

2
N ERO D ’AVO L A
H A RV E ST 1 9 8 5 , 1 9 8 6 , 1 9 8 7 , 1 9 9 0 ,
1999, 2000, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005,
2006, 2007, 2008, 2009

insolia
H A RV E ST 2 0 1 2 , 2 0 1 4

THE ESTATES

5

I G T SI CI LI A
ner ello m a s c ale se

I GT SI CI LI A
pin ot nero

I GT SI CI LI A
pin ot nero

I GT SI CI LI A
ver mentino

I GT SI CI LI A
nero d’avol a

I GT SI CI LI A
nero d’avol a - merlot

I GT SI CI L I A
grillo

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT
1 x 1.5 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT
1 x 1.5 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT
1 x 1.5 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT
1 x 1.5 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT
1 x 1.5 LT

THE TERRITORIALS

12

I GT SI CI LI A
char d onn ay

I GT SI CI LI A
gr illo

I GT SI CI LI A
ro sè

I GT SI CI LI A
syr ah

I GT SI CI LI A
fr appato

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

18

DUCA BRUT

COLOMBA PLATINO

17

DUCA BRUT
I GT SI CI LI A
ins oli a

I GT SI CI LI A
nero d ’ av ol a

G R E C A N I CO C H A R D O N N AY

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

ONÌRIS

20

I GT SI CI LI A
red

I GT SI CI LI A
white

I GT SI CI LI A
ro sè

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

23
SPECIALTIES

SPECIALTIES

22

ALA

DUCA ENRICO

FL AVO R ED R ED WI N E
a m ar a s c ato

GR APPA

content per case
6 x 0.50 LT wrapped singularly

content per case
6 x 0.50 LT wrapped singularly

30
10 YEAR RESERVES

HISTORICAL RESERVES

28

M AR S AL A SUPER I O R E D O C
se mi -s weet r e serve

H ISTO R I C AL VI NTAGE S
s weet | dry | vergin

M AR S AL A VERGI N D O C
re serve

M AR S AL A SU PER I O R D O C
se mi-sweet re serve

1941 • 1952 • 1964 • 1974
1989 • 1994 • 2001
content per case
1 x 0.75 LT wrapped singularly

1939 • 1944 • 1963
content per case
1 x 0.75 LT wrapped singularly

content per case
6 x 0.50 LT
6 x 0.50 LT wrapped singularly
3 x 0.50 LT mix with: Malvasia,
Passito and Donna Franca

content per case
6 x 0.50 LT
6 x 0.50 LT wrapped singularly
3 x 0.50 LT mix with: Malvasia,
Passito and Baglio

36

M AR S AL A R E SE RVE
vergin dry

M AR S AL A SUPER I O R
se mi -s weet r e serve

M AR S AL A SUPER I O R
s weet

content per case
6 x 0.50 LT

content per case
6 x 0.50 LT

content per case
6 x 0.50 LT

MARSALA CLASSICS

MARSALA GOURMET

33

M AR S AL A SU PER I O R D O C
dry

M AR S AL A SU PER I O R D O C
sweet

E GG FL AVO R ED WI N E

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

39
FORTIFIED WINES

PASSITO WINES

43

IGT SICILIA
zibibbo

IGT SICILIA
moscato

DOC PASSITO
pantelleria liquoroso

IGT SICILIA
zibbibo

D O C M ALVA SI A
delle lipari

PA SSITO D O C

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT
6 x 0.75 LT
wrapped singularly

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT
6 x 0.75 LT
wrapped singularly

content per case
6 x 0.50 LT
6 x 0.50 LT
wrapped singularly

content per case
6 x 0.50 LT
6 x 0.50 LT
wrapped singularly

content per case
6 x 0.50 LT
6 x 0.50 LT wrapped singularly
3 x 0.50 LT mix with: Passito,
Baglio and Donna Franca

content per case
6 x 0.50 LT
6 x 0.50 LT wrapped singularly
3 x 0.50 LT mix with: Malviasia,
Baglio and Donna Franca

46
AMARO

SPARKLING WINES

44

FLORIO

FLORIO

SP UM ANT E
s weet

SPUM ANT E
brut

A M ARO
dell a compagni a

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.70 LT

54
EASY TO DRINK

HAND HARVESTED

52

IGT SICILIA

IGT SICILIA

IGT SICILIA

IGT SICILIA

IGT SICILIA

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
12 x 0.375 LT
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
12 x 0.375 LT
6 x 0.75 LT

IGT SICILIA

IGT SICILIA

IGT SICILIA

content per case
12 x 0.375 LT
6 x 0.75 LT
3 x 1.5 LT
1 x 3 LT | 1 x 5 LT

content per case
12 x 0.375 LT
6 x 0.75 LT

content per case
6 x 0.75 LT

gr illo

fr appato

white

CLASSICS

57

red

white

ro sè

ro sè

red

NOTE

